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HONDA
 

PRESENT
 
SOUTH AUSfRALIAS
 
TOP SELLING' 750cc
 

ROAD BIKE
 

VF750FD 

This exciting '83 model Check lhese features: 
VF750FD has won almost o liquid cooled. V four molor
 
every production race it o T"pie disc brakes
 
contested Including the o Anti dive larks
 
gruelling 1983 Ca'lrol6 o Pro. link rear suspension
 

PIice VtO'o\n I~~" ~ .I .. r1 'lI!(,a 1.antI d~1hour. o A~rodynam\c fainng 
not .nc.llJde ~aler JrH.! \lollu'Vl'}' C",JIIi:"!'\.o Race bred One way clutch 

HONDA ALLSTARS...a better deal on a better bike 

MORPHm VALE: SALISBURY: 
Trevena Honda. G.P. Motorcycles, Salisbury 
281 Main North Rd 179 Main South Rd Motorcycles, 

*Source MV D Registrations year to date Sept, '84 Phone 258271 

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST HONDA 
COUNTRY DEALER PHONE HONDA AUSTRALIA ON 

ADELAIDE (08) 243 1544 

Phone 2233633. Phone 2970622. Phone 442477. Phone 3841381. 79 John Street, 

eM 0 D., KESWICK 

( ) 297 9722 

[ClUB)
 
GEO·BOLTO
 

40-42 

265 WAYMOUTH ST, TELEPHONE 

ADELAIDE S.A. 5000, (08) 2118830 

1 \\ \ D E't\f1' 

RESTORATIO S 
From Minor Repairs to Cpmplete Professional
 

Restoration on all British, American and
 
European Motorcycles - Old & New
 

Japanese Engine Rebuilds Also.
 

metal polishing expertise 
On Copper, Brass, Aluminium & Stainless Steel Mag Wheels
 

CHROME PLATING
 
For Bikes, Cars, Antiques
 

Also Silver & Cadmium Plating.
 

NO JOB TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
 

NO MINIMUM CHARGES 

(08) 211 8830
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Were you here? The gathering at Glenelg before the Motorcycle 
Awareness Ride to Bonython Park: 20th October. 
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277 5074 
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Cancel and renew rego at the end of 
January to show our protest at the new 
15% rise in Third Party Premiums 
while M.R .A. continues to push the 
government to adopt a different system. 

Cover: The leading bikes on the 
Motorcycle Awareness Ride, at 
Keswick, Anz.ac Highway. 

EDITORIAL 
Consider the motorcyclist, biker, bikie _. no matter what we are called - consider us 

who ride, either as the active controller of the machine, or as pillion - no matter: we all ex
perience the same thrill, the same elation, the same adrenalin-pumping moments of fear, the 
same ecstasies, the same freedom. 

Freedom? Do we have freedom? Politically we have limited say in legislation which directly 
affects us, although we are at present active in making sure weare represented on the appropriate 
committees: and always interested in showing our combined strength should it be necessary. 

Police-wise; stories of harassment are becoming more common: perhaps the setting up of 
a harassment subcommittee to delve into all complaints, correlate information and approach 
the police with the findings would help dissipate the problem. 

Public-wise; they are more aware of us, especially since the Sydney episode. While we 
don't wish to be seen as Mr Average, we do expect to be accepted for what we are. Ah! there's 
the brunt. Let's look at our own concept of freedom. Do we, individually, accept other bikers 
for what they are? Do we accept the fact that we're all different, and that's how we want to 
stay? Don't ~ do what Joe Public does - put even fellow bikers in nice little pigeon holes 
- label them as "just commuters," "the heavies," "a mob of wankers," and so on. 

How much more powerful a group we would be if we could put aside all doubts, thoughts 
of animosity, sneers and slanders at fellow bikers. How much more united we would be in our 
individuality. 
"Ride Free" 

Apology to all those who submitted articles which have not been printed. Hopefully you'll see 
them in future issues. 

PUBLICATION: QUARTERLY -MARCH -JUNE -SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
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[HARLEY ACTION J 
® 

GREETINGS, TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS. IT'S BEEN A 
YEAR SINCE WE MOVED TO 427 PULTENEY ST, CITY. 

WE HAVE OUR DEALERSHIP, SO SEE US FOR A 
GOOD DEAL AND PERSONAL SERVICE. 

~elephone (OS) 224 0104

ALONG WITH NICE THINGS LIKE ... 'AUTHORISED 
DEALER' AND 'FACTORY WARRANTY' WE ADD, 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE & MILES ON HARLEYS, 

BROKEN THINGS TOO SO IF YOU DO, 
BET WE CAN FIX IT. 

1 , 

HARLE~ ACTION 
'427 Pulteney St, 

Adelaide 
JI 11 !l. I 

GET YOU ONTHE ROAD THE SAME DAY. ANY MODEL 
AVAILABLE REMEMBER US IF YOU'RE SEEKING 

NEW OR SECONDHAND HARLEYS, PERFORMANCE 
PARTS, MOTOR REBUILDS, TUNING, 

BALANCING, FRAMES, BELT-DRIVES, WHEELS, 
EX HAUSTS ETC. 

2 - <;e~tre ~f.and. Decel'l\ber 1984 

I 

Kindly Sponsored by ... 

AGCORP
 
COMPLETE HONDA AGENTS 

Specialising in all Agricultural Motorcycles 

*HONDA, XL SERIES 
*C.T. SERIES 
*A.T.C. THREE WHEELER 
*T.R.X. FOUR WHEELER 
*THE ODOSSEY 

FOR SALES - SERVICE - SPARES 

AGCORP
 
•
 

PHONE (088) 62 1666
 
ADELAIDE ROAD, BALAKLAVA. 5461 

MANUFACTURERS - IMPORT- EXPORT - DISTRIBUTORS 
DOUBLES SING LES 
Hunter Swan 
Dusting Replica Dusting Replica 
Electra Indian Replica 
Baxy Steib Replica 
Sguire DJP Tourer EL 
Krotorcycle Traders Velorex 
Leading Link Forks Jupiter Suspensions
Retread Sidecar Tyres Oniepermilitary Feras Welding
16",17", 18" Squire Alloy Welding
Q~ick Release Ballcup Fittings Le Sport 

Machining, Milling
WIn!lscreens Trail/Trial 
f\1udguards Agricultural 
Upholstery Tradesman Box 
Mags Tilbrook 
Spoked Rims Bender Florin 
Brakes Harley 
Fournales Shocks Bodies 
Boo,klet Chassis 
Fitting a Sidecar Manuals 

NEARLY EVERYTHING FOR THE SIDECARIST
 
M 11 ORDER - COD - BANK CHEQUE ONLY
 

Dealer Enquiries Welcol11l! written Orders Only Accepted 



PRESIDENT'S REPORT
 
By the time you read this it will be eighteen months since 

we stopped producing our own state newsletter in favour of 
using a national one, for reasons of cost, doubling up, and 
national unity. 

Things have not worked out quite as well as we hoped, 
and there has been a growing demand for our own newsletter 
again, to which members can have direct input and access. 

We need to draw ourselves together more. We're pretty 
widely-spread, and many of our country members have diffi
culty keeping up with what's happening elsewhere around the 
State. This way you have more awareness and more control 
over what's going on, so let's hear about your likes and dis
likes, great times and grievances, and anything else you want 
to rap on about. The more you write, the better it will get (I 
was going to say "the more you submit" but you'd probably 
take it the wrong way - right?) 

Hopefully, by now you will have received your November 
copy of 'The Deciding Factor' and will have (better have) read 
my report there, so I'll save you the tedium of going through a 
rehashed version of the same information and keep this one 
fairly brief, although it already seems to be stretching its legs 
in typical fashion. 

Let's see. Ah yes. Registers. You all know that the Mid 
North is off and running extremely well. What you don't know 
is that by the time you read this a Hills Register will be in 
operation, based at Mount Barker, and a Whyalla Register will 
be starting very shortly, if not already. 

Some of the immediate advantages in having a register in 
your area are quicker and more direct access to M.R.A. inform
ation, more regular contact with other M.R.A. members, local 
problems dealt with by those it affects, easy access to M.R.A. 
stock, a way to get good PR for local bikers by getting involved 
in local activities as a group, discounts for local M.R.A. mem
bers - the list goes on. 

All it takes is for interested members to contact Milo, our 
membersh ip officer. We'll put an ad in the local rag for a month, 
tee up a meeting place, have representatives from the state 
committee there to explain what's involved, and away you go. 

Remember in "The Deciding Factor" I mentioned that 
the Government had quietly passed legislation enabling drivers 
to ride a moped without having a bike licence? That, although 
in the interests of road safety we said they should be classed as 
a motorbike and riders shou Id need a class 4 licence, the Govern
ment reckoned they were just bicycles with little motors and, 
"don't get yourselves worked up, boys!" 

Well, Roy Abbott (Minister of Transport) and I had a ride 
on one at the opening of Motorcycle Awareness Month at the 
Road Safety Centre. 

I'll say this much for him - he stuck by his word. At an 
earlier meeting he said he'd ride one, and damned if he didn't 
get out there and put-put around as smooth as you like. Must 
have been practising. 

Your esteemed President, on the other hand, who also 
had his first ride on a moped, did not praise them with such 
enthusiasm. Thinks they're bloody dangerous, in fact. 

A summary of the main characteristics: 
Th rottle response - N/A 

Who is that? No, not really I Read his test report on it. 

Steering - N/A 
Handling - N/A 
Power to weight ratio - Good (no power, no weight) 
Ability to inspire confidence - N/A 
Brakes - Compatible with other main characteristics. 
Overall impression - Like sitting on the front of a light

weight wheelbarrow. I think I'd rather be on a (real) 
pushbike. 

Should dump you in front of a Volvo but then it's easy to 
pick it up and run. 

Disregard any photos regarding Yours Truly and said 
moped. They are undoubtedly a put-up job under the guise of 
journalistic license to make me look like B. St. F. Whitworth
Socket (remember him?). The Ed. should have more tact. 

Maybe there's something in Roy's argument. Here's a bloke 
who's never been on a bike and does OK, and there's me, with 
23 years' riding under my belt, reckons they're awful. Some
thing to do with blissful ignorance? Ah, well. At least there'll 
be more bums on saddles. 

By the way, if a moped goes over 50 kph it automatically 
turns into a motorcycle, legislatio'1-wise. A bit like Cindy and 
her pumpkin, although hers was a 6 horsepower job, wasn't it) 

Motorcycle Awareness Month was a roaring success, but 
I'll let the chap in charge of vice, Rick Withers, tell you about 
that. Suffice it to say that without Rick's and the Biketober 
Committee's dedication the show would not have been so suc
cessful by a long shot. 

As a result of the trouble in Sydney last September bet
ween a couple of bike clubs a number of factions over here, 
including the M.R.A., got together publicly for a show of 
solidarity. 

Representatives at that meeti ng covered a broad spectl'um 
of the motorcycling community, and some of our members 
have been critical of the M.R.A. for publicly associating with 
some of those clubs, so a word of explanation is in order. 

The sole reason for that meeting was to allay the obvious 
fear the public had that a similar gang warfare would erupt 
over here. Joe Public was panicking. Suddenly all bikers carried 
shotguns and went around killing people. It was a tense situa
tion which could easily have lead to oppressive police harass
ment of all bikers and the ruin of everything that the M.R.A. 
had worked for over the past six years. 
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Looking for a holiday idea for your club or family?
 
How about the Birdwood Mill ?
 
There's so much to enjoy ...
 
the National Motor Museum with its great
 
collection of bikes, the Mill Building
 
full of gizmos and gadgets, a new
 
children's playground, barbecue facilities,
 
tea rooms and a souvenir shop.
 

See you soon at the Birdwood Mill !
 

Open daily 9.30am - 5pm (not Christmas Day)
 

Shannon Street, Birdwood
 
Tel (085) 685 006
 

History Trust of South Australia 

NEW & USED BII(ES
 

• SALES. SERVICE
 
• REPAIRS
 

PARTS &. ACCESSORIES
 

RING JEFF OR GREG 

2779355
 
1070 SOUTH RD., EDWARDSTOWN 

Discount to All M.R.A. Members 

When you are replacing that worn part on your 
bike ALWAYS INSIST ON 

...... 
* PARTS PLUS SPROCKETS -...~ 
(larger range than genuine) " - - '. " .. 

* F.B. BATTERIES 
(Japanese - 12 months guarantee) 

* N.G.K. SPARK PLUGS 

* SHOEI ALL LEATHER GLOVES 

* D.B. ACCESSORIES 

AVAI LABLE FROM ALL GOOD BIKE SHOPS 

Wholesale enquiries only to 

David. J. Ballinger Agencies, 
Unit 7, 2 Brandwood Street, 
ROYAL PARK. S. AUST. 5014 

PHONE (08) 47 2988
 

~ ME 33. @ 
The Laser, by Metzeler 

The first front tyre designed exclusively 
for the needs of today's superbikes. 

Your on the Freeway, At last, the out
side lane is clear. A twist of the right 
hand and the bike leaps forward. Some
how it seems smoother. The steering 
more positive. Where the law allows it, 
you open the throttle more ... and still 
the bike runs as if it's on rails. 
Now you're riding a superbike the way 
it was designed to be ridden. On course, 
straight as a laser beam. 
That's the reassurance of the new 
ME 33. 

AVAILABLE H & V RATED 

The ultimate front tyre. 
AVAILABLE NOW FOR IMMEDIATEDELIVERY 

from leading dealers statewide.
 
South Australian & Northern Territory Distributors
 

FRASER'S IMPORTS PTY LTD. 
MOTOR CYCLE SPECIALISTS 

1ST FLOOR, 236 GROTE STREET, ADELAIDE 5000. 
TEL: (DB) 51 4931 
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Already there were people, bikers included, saying it could 
happen here. It was vital that we defuse the situation quickly 
by publicly demonstrating our unity. 

If there are people out there who still believe that the 
M.R.A. compromised any of its ideals, let me remind them 
that one of the aims of the M.R.A. is to improve the public 
image of bikers. I, for one, was not about to see our efforts in 
this direction go up in smoke because of some petty misplaced 
sense of factionalism. I think the meeting achieved its objective. 
If anybody thinks otherwise, feel free to write in to the editor 
for more feedback. 

We've been having a few hassles with over-enthusiastic 
police booking riders for failing to keep left, but meetings in 
August with the Minister of Transport and senior police officers 
have resulted in directives being issued to police to pay partic
ular attention to road and traffic conditions which might give 
riders cause to ride near the centre of the road, rather than 
booking them willy-nilly. 

A case on this offence has recently been heard in which a 
precedent was set, thanks to an M. R.A. lawyer and M. R.A. 
witnesses. The magistrate found the offence proved, but 
awarded no conviction and no loss of points on the grounds 
that although he must judge according to the law, this one was 
not a good law. 

So if you get stung for failing to keep left, and you think 
it was unjustified, write to the police immediately and explain 
your point of view. 

We're finally developing a more constructive relationship 
with the Government, to the point where we have been invited 
to represent S.A.'s motorcyclists on a steering committee to 
examine the new licencing proposals. Bob Stanton is our repre
sentative there, as he has done most of the groundwork in the 
formulation of the scheme. 

We have also been asked to make a submission on new 
helmet standards and related issues on a state level, to be 
studied in conjunction with the Federal submission from the 
AMC. 

It's difficult to write about things that will happen when 
you'll read about them after they have happened, owing to the 
month it takes to publish this rag. e.g. On Nov 16 we have/had 

a meeting with the Minister of Transport regarding across the 
board rises in Third Party premiums, with more expected in 
six months. Even though it's been quite a while since the last 
rise, we're still fed up to the back teeth with paying such an 
exorbitant and inequitable amount for the privilege of being 
the victim in 70% of bike accidents. 

If all they can do to make ends meet is raise the premiums 
every six months then we need another system. The Govern
ment has been talking about it for five years now, so how about 
it, Mr. Abbott? 

Another e.g. On Nov 22 we have/had a meeting with the 
Premier, John Bannon, on his proposal for compulsory lights 
on. Such short-sighted legislation puts the onus on us to be 
seen, and removes the obligation from the driver to look for us. 

A number of in-depth studies has shown that daytime 
lights-on makes no measurable difference to your chance of 
having a prang, and under some conditions, can actually in
crease it. 

In S.A. the research basically consisted of going out and 
looking for bikes with lights on, and seeing how easy they 
were to find. When a wealth of in-depth and carefully docu
mented research has already been done elsewhere in Australia 
and overseas, why is it that the Government takes heed of 
interstate and overseas research when it wants to, and ignores 
it when it doesn't? 

So come on you blokes who pull the strings: how about 
we have more concern for those people your legislation affects 
and less for legislation which restricts people's freedom of 
choice. (I might have to retract that after the meetings, but it's 
unlikely.) 

We now have an M.R.A. Tourers Club to cater for those of 
you who like to ride your bikes more than just to general 
meetings and the nearest pub. More details elsewhere in this 
issue. 

On a final note I want to thank Sammi Ross for getting 
this magazine off the ground, for being pushy enough to make 
people believe it was possible. Let's hope it grows along with 
the M. R.A. in South Oz. 

Peter Mount, President. 

PRESI DENT'S PROFI LE Little did I realize some years ago that five quid was all it would cost to put me on 
the road to eternal poverty. That was the princely sum I gave my father for a rather 
suspect looking box ofunrecognizable bits andpieces which he reckoned would turn into a 
motorbike if I stuck them all together. 

Using the idea of "stick it where it fits" this box of junk eventually turned into a '49 
Ariel 500 twin, and the pride of my life. 

With the exception of the Wing which I currently own, all my bikes have been good 
Pammy machinery, with that beautiful Pammy sound to them. Whenever I went on a run 
with mates I had to lead in the dirt because they reckoned the oil leaks would keep the 
dust down_ Still have a '56 Matchy 600 twin. 

The Ariel turned me into a wayward biker with no sense of responsibility, so I've had 
60 or 70 jobs since then, many of them in the bush. 

Studies made me a bit more aware of what's going on so that when the Government 
stuck it into me for the Third Party hike in 1981, I joined the M. R.A. to do something 
about it because I wanted to keep on riding. 

Funny thing is, somehow I got so involved with the whole shebang that I have 
trouble finding time to ride now. 

Still, to become a biker, I reckon that was the best five quid I ever spent. 
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
 
HAVE YOU REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT M.R.A. HOUSE? 

On 3 November, 1984, I wrote my letter of resignation 
from the Secretary's position, effective 30 November, 1984. 

I've been Secretary since Ju Iy 1983, so the decision did 
not come lightly. This year particularly, I have aimed to make 
our correspondence appear more professional. How we appear 
on paper is very important for our reputation, especially where 
the government is concerned. This may not sound time con
suming, but extra time and patience is involved. 

What this boils down to is the need for more facilities, 
p'(eferably within easy reach, The M.R,A. has a definite need 
for a computing system that will capably handle our needs. 
This sort of equipment is not cheap, but it is viable in the long 
run, even though it will take a lot of time in the short term to 
select the right software/hardware and get it functional, 

Then to get the best use of this equipment, we need an 
M,R.A. House. Have you really thought about M.R.A. House? 

To the member, it means you can have greater access to 
the association, and greater access goes hand-in-hand with bet
ter member contact, more ideas, and more member input. After 
all, we are handling your money in what we think is the best 
way to acheive the M. R,A.'s goals. 

To the committee, it means one place for all information. 
At the moment we have 14 committee members doing 16 jobs, 
and the information that each committee person holds is gen
erally kept where they live. Thus, our time is cut down, and 
we can do a better job for you. 

Remember, all the "workers" in the M.R.A. are voluntary 
and not paid. We give up a lot of our time for you, and all 
motorcycl ists. 

But to get these things, the M. R.A. needs a constant source 
of income, or a generous benefactor. We can lease the office 
equipment, and we can rent an M.R.A. House_ But leases do 
run out, and it would be hard for us to move out at the end of 
the lease. Then how do the members keep tabs on where the 
meeting place and office is? 

The committee puts in some long hours, and a lot of this 
goes unnoticed or unthanked. 

I'll finish my piece on M.R.A. House by asking you to give 
some serious thought to ways in which we can get the equip
ment we NEED. But don't leave it too long - the more time 
that iswasted,thelonger itwill be till we get an M.R.A. House. 

****** 
I've got a few other things that I want to tell you about. 

First - registers. For sometime, S.A. has been thp only state 

not to have any M. R.A. registers. Now, we have one going 
strong, and two in the pipeline. 

The Mid-North register has been operating since 22nd 
March, 1984. The committee is: 

President Greg Stevens 
Vice President Phil Harris 
Secretary Judy Carpenter 
Treasurer Ivan Carpenter 
Pu blicity Officer Betty Sparnon 
Many thanks to these people. You are doing a great job. 

We may soon have registers in the Adelaide Hills and in 
the Iron Triangle. The first meeting of the Adelaide Hills re
gister was held on the 18th November. Keep your eyes on the 
local papers for more details on these registers. 

****** 
, attended a Defensive Riding Day at the Road Safety 

Centre on 27th October. And wasn't the weather good! 

Six of the 28 people who attended had not ridden before. 
We were split into three groups, the new riders, the slightly 
experienced, and the more experienced. Each group went 
through the paces with their instructors. 

I found the day very interesting, and I went home knowing 
a lot more. And I'm sure that everyone else did also. 

****** 
On the long weekend at the end of January, the next 

National M.R.A. Conference will be held in Adelaide. There 
will be a lot of discussion that will hopefully compound the 
progress made at the last National Conference. If there is any 
thing you would like to see discussed at a National level, bring 
it to the attention of your committee. 

***** ... 
At the first M.R.A. meeting after I had written my resign

ation, we discussed the direction the M.R.A. will have to take 
if we are to progress. The amount of work that the Secretary 
handles is very large. I put most of my spare hours into the 
M.R.A. In fact this workload is too large for one person. So, 
I'm now putting extra time into evaluating computers for use 
by the M.R.A. If the M.R.A. decides to purchase/lease a com
puter that can handle word processing, membership, and all 
the other functions required, I will withdraw my resignation. 

And that's my report for this, our first of the new local 
newsletters. 

Ride safe. 

Michelle Foster, Secretary. 

PROFILE: MICHELLE FOSTER - Secretary Extraordinaire 

Michelle joined the M. R.A. in December, 1982. She became involved in the 48's earlv 
the following year. She continued what she calls 'this very enjovable pastime' until she 
was injured in a car accident in June '83. No-one stood for Secretary at the Ju{V '83 
A. G.M., and afterwards she was 'cajoled'into the job. She has been Secretary ever since. 
She won't admit to being a Government worker, but don't happen to mention your latest 
tax evasion scheme when Michelle is in hearing range. Michelle's hobbies are plaving the 
clarinet (her ambition here is to plav with a jazz band), plaving squash, reading, and 
motorcvcling, all of which she somehow manages to squeeze into those rare spare mo
ments when she isn't plaving Secretary. 
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THE .... RIDER MOTORCYCLING THRU THE AGES
 

THE KAWASAKI RIDER 
Leaps tall buildings in a single bound.
 
Is more powerful than a locomotive.
 
Is faster than a speeding bullet.
 
Walks on water.
 
Gives policy and personal advice to God.
 

THE YAMAHA RIDER 
Leaps short buildings in a single bound.
 
Is equal in power to a locomotive.
 
Is just as fast as a speeding bullet.
 
Walks on water if weather is good and the sea is calm.
 
Talks to God.
 

THE HONDA RIDER 
Leaps short buildings with a running start and favourable 

winds. 
Is almost as powerful as a locomotive. 
Chases speeding bullets. 
Walks on the water of an indoor swimming pool. 
Talks to God if a special request is approved. 

THE B.M.W. RIDER 
Can clear the garden shed with a running start and a ramp.
 
Recognises locomotives instantly.
 
Is allowed to hold a bullet.
 
Can tread water.
 
Can talk to God's secretary if special request is approved.
 

THE ITALIAN BIKE RIDER 
Runs into buildings.
 
Recognises locomotives two out of three.
 
Is not issued with ammunition.
 
Can stay afloat if properly supplied with floaties.
 
Tal ks to St. Peter.
 

THE BRITISH BIKE RIDER 
Falls over door-step trying to enter building.
 
Has a toy trai n set.
 
Plays with pop guns.
 
Splashes about in puddles.
 
Tal ks to walls.
 

THE HARLEY RIDER 
Can not make it as far as the building.
 
Says "Look at the choo-choo."
 
Wets himself with a water pistol.
 
Plays in mud puddles with floaties on.
 
Mumbles to himself.
 
AND THINKS HE IS GOD.
 

(Permission from S.A. Roadrunners) 

Chr-l~b~}3$12rtnk:s ~"o
 
-Pri~ A\bll-rt Jiohll, Ci8J 

cJue-",da~ 15 
m ))=-. 7fnJ' 

Chri~t!,l)~~tdnd }doWlJ 

is''' »lZC. --+ i5·h~n. '{t 

or Demented scribblings of a demented Guzzler. 98'7 

Many years ago B.M (Before Motorcycles) a cer
tain Mr Olagf was sitting in his cave watching the 
World Series Wife Clubbi ng (Th is years series was being 
called Bongin' down under) on the telly when he saw 
a dinosaurrun past his cavewithhisneighbourhanging 
out of its mouth. 

For awhile Olagf sat there staring ... when sud
denly inspiration hit him. It didn't hurt much: after 
all he had on Iy recen tly come down ou t of the 
trees-usually head first. 

"If I could master one of those to carry me 
around... " He thought, well actually it was "Gerr 
Grunt thooose moansheeem ummm hsss grrrr ugh". 
So off heads Olagf to his Brother-in-Iaws used Dino
saur Yard, and after much haggling ('Look at this one 
Olagf, only one owner, a little old lady who used to 
wal k it to church each Sunday. A three moon guaran, 
tee and only three rocks needed as a deposit... ) 
(Di nosau r to th is stage had on Iy been used as pets or 
guardsaurs ). 

Well Olagf soon started a new craze by riding his 
Dinosaur (which he named Duke) everywhere. Soon 
everyone was riding them. Sure it was primative and 
the economy wasn't too good either, roughly three 
acres trees per ten miles (this is before metric) and it 
was slow. eratic and the ride rough but it was a start 
. " THE START ... 

Oh yeah, Olagf was booked for doing more than 
80 steps per hour with a pillion on board. This caused 
the D.R.A. (Dinosaurs, Riders Assoc) and F.A.D. 
(Federation Australian Dinosaurs) to hold the first 
ever Prostest Run err Walk. 27 Dinosaurs, riders and 
pillions staged a sit on at Government Cave, totally 
wrecking it (Well how would your cave go with a Big 

D sitting on it.) Needless to say the law was soon changed-they 
couldn't afford to lose another Cave. 

And when the Government tried to bring a law making it 
compulsory for Dinosaurs to have their eyes open at all times. 

JESSA. 
Future Events ... The World's first Castrol Six hour in Rome. 

The World's first Rally at Little Big Horn. 
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SUZUKI 
~lUJ~~lfll
 

I. B. MOTORCYCLE
 
REPAIRS, SALES & SERVICE 

2237260
 
or2237214 

132 FLINDERS ST, ADELAIDE. 5QOO. 
Incorporating LB. City Suzuki 

ANDREW JORDAN'S
 
SCHOOL OF MOTORCYCLING
 

*Former Government License Examiner 
ALL TESTING AREAS COVERED 

Nervous Students Catered for By Government 
Licensed Male and Female Instructors

}it 277 181 9 •HOURS ""SAW'" 
~<li"" .. n1A MARION ROAD, ASCOT PARK 

MEMBER OF INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL DRIVING INSTRUCTORS 

Counter Lunches Mon - Fri 12.00 - 2.00 
PARKING AVAILABLE AT REAR 

254 WRIGHT STREET, ADELAIDE 5000. 

PHONE 51 3582 

BALHANNAH MOTORS 
SALES. SERVICE • PARTS 

• FUll HONDA RANGE 
• STATIONARY ENGINES 
• GENERATORS 
• ROTARY HOES 

...1IIIIIIIiII.... LAWN MOWERS 

~.

'. . 
(08) 388 4403 

MAIN RD., BALHANNAH 
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PRECISION
 
FINISHERS
 

•
 
RESTORATION OF CHROME. 

Car and Motor Cycle Accessories 

11 GUMBOWIE AVE., EDWARDSTOWN 5039. 

•
 
PHONE 276 9449
 

HANBY'S
 
Motorcycle
 

Tyre Service
 
FOR ALL DISCOUNT TYRES 

•
 
UNIT 3 

798 MARION ROAD, MARION 5043. 

PHONE 298 8585
 

MIDLAND
 
MOTORCYCLES
 

•
 
BUYING AI\lD SELLING
 

GOOD USED MOTORCYCLES.
 

460A MAIN NORTH RD., BLAIR ATHOL 5084.
 

•
 
Phone 262 1320 

PORT AUGUSTA ~ 
YAMAHA ~ 

NEW & USED BIKES 
SPARES 
ACCESSORIES 
TYRES 
BATTERIES 

PORT AUGUSTA 42 4847 
5 CARDONA RD., PORT AUGUSTA 



MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS MONTH
 
"October is Biketober - please be motorcycle aware." <750 sidecar Wayne Hoskin Honda 350 45.93 mpg 

This was the message conveyed to tens of thousands of South unl. sidecar Paul Caloghiris Moto Guzzi 1000 47.96 mpg 
Australians during Motorcycle Awareness Month in October. greasy 

The events during October were specifically designed to spanner Mark Howard KTM 350 2-str"oke 32.79 mpg 

make more people aware of motorcycles on the road and offer The B.M.W. Owners Club and W.I.M.A. presented a nice 
to people a deeper understanding of motorcycles and the display in Westfield Shoppingtown, Marion from the 15th to 
people who ride them. These aims were achieved with consider 19th. An outfit with a trailer was one of the 'vehicles' on dis
able success, after six months of hard work, on the part of the play there together with some nice old photos. 
Biketober committee. The main event of the Biketober Calendar was the Motor

The committee met every second Monday between April cycle Awareness Ride on Saturday 20th Octobel-. Approxim
and October to organise Biketober, and on Saturday 6th ately 2500 motorcyclists took part in the run which started at 
October, it all came together. Colley Reserve, Glenelg at noon. Many thanks go to the South 

The Opening Carnival at the Road Safety Instruction Cen Australian Police for controlling traffic at all the intersections 
tre proved a great success with a reasonable number of people between Glenelg and Bonython Park. Without their support it 
taking an interest in the attractions. The Minister of Transport, would be virtually impossible to conduct an event of this type. 
Mr Roy Abbott, opened the proceedi ngs at 10 a.m., after which Upon arrival, everybody was treated to free live entertainment 
he accepted an invitation to ride a Moped, in the main arena. by two bands, Midnight Crossing and Terra Firma. St. Johns 
The Inaugural Adelaide Media Personality Motorcycle Challenge, Ambulance and the Road Safety Council were also in attend
began at 1 p.m. Scott McBaine (5KAj, Mark Pedlar (5KA), ance with their mobile display unit. On Saturday, 20th, any
Peter Sellen (5AA), Stuart Innes (Advertiser), Des Colquhuon body saying "I didn't see him" was lying - or blind. 
(Advertiser), and John Dyall (News) tested their skills against Tea Tree Plaza was home for the Green Ginger Guzzlers, 
Trevor Hill (B.M.W. Club) and Peter Mount (M.R.A.) The course Vincent H.R.D. Owners, and the Veteran and Vintage clubs 
was run through the new Operator Skills Test which consists between the 22nd and the 27th. It was a larger display than 
of a tight S Bend, a figure 8 inside a large rectangle, a tight sla the other centres, mainly due to extra room in that centre. It 
lom, and a 'go slow' test. Points are lost for each mistake made. was a pleasant display with a variety of bikes from new Harleys 
The competition was fairly tough but the eventual wi ner was to older Vincents. 
John Dyall. He was presented with a Biketober T-shirt for his On Saturday 27th thirty people participated in a Defen
efforts. sive Riding Day at the Road Safety Instruction Centre. A good 

The foil owi ng week (9 - 13th) was a Iittl e hectic. Westfield time was had by all) although some were a bit sunburnt after
Shoppingtown, Kilkenny and Colonnades Mall were the venues wards. 
for static displays. The S.A. Roadrunners and Velocette M.C.C. We all believe that Motorcycle Awareness Month was a 
seemed to be very popular at Kilkenny with the Roadrunners highly successful three weeks, considering the fact that it was 
going to great lengths to put on an exceptional display. 

such a condensed progl-amme. Sincere thanks must go to all 
Colon nades was also popu lar with the Vi ntage Japanese, Classic 

the M. R.A. members who helped out before and during Octo
Owners and Exodus clubs setting up an excellent display. 

ber. Without that person-power it would not have worked as 
Shopping centres are an ideal place to get the message across 

well as it did. So 'twas the end of Biketober '84. 
to the public and a lot of interest was shown by many people 

Rick Withers, Vice President. 
at all four displays held throughout October. 

An Economy Run was held on Saturday 13th. Starting at 
Dernancourt Kawasaki, riders travelled into the city and back 
out the freeway to Callington where they turned around to get 
to Verdun. From there it was across to Lobethal and down 
Gorge Road only to return to Dernancourt. 75 riders entered 
for the event and a good time was had by all. Who knows, we 
might even have another one early in 1985. 

Results: 

250 cc Graham Parman Honda XL 250 131.16 mpg 
500 cc Steve Dalton Honda CX 500 80.11 mpg 
750 cc Peter Vovers Honda CX 650E 74.21 mpg M.R.A. President, Peter Mount introducing Mr Roy Abbott who opened 

Suzuki GS 850G 78.77 mpg Biketober. 

PROFILE - RICK WITHERS - VICE PRESIDENT 
I've been riding bikes for 6 years. My first bike was a Suzuki 250 K7, followed by 

a GSX 250 and an ER185. I bought a Honda CB750 three and a half years ago in Perth, 
and it's still going. I became involved with FAM and M. R.A. about three years ago and 
fully support their aims. I like all facets of motorcycling, but have grown to love touring. 

In 1983 I was M. R.A. Road Safety Representative assisting the Road Safety Council 
in the running of Defensive Riding Courses. In 1984 I became Vice President - my first 
major task was the organisation of Biketober. 
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CHAIR CHAT
 
SIDECAR MOTORCROSS 

Sidecar motorcross is the toughest physical sport in the 
world - an amazing melding of two very fit strong men work
ing together to manoeuvre a three wheeled machine over some 
of the roughest terraine, either natural or manmade. 

Most sidecar owners import specially made frames either 
Wasp or E.M.L. and use large 750 to 1000 cc motors. 

My greatest thrill has been building a smaller lighter frame 
of my own design to su it the Honda 480 two·stroke m?tor 
which I have. This has enabled me to still remain competitive 
with the larger imported bikes at half the price and twice the 
sati sfaction. 

The AC.U. rule book has sidecar specifications that must 
be adhered to but still there is ample leeway to design an outfit 
to suit your own riding position and passenger style. By cho
osing a motor under 500 cc I am able to race in both 500 and 
unlimited classes. 

Darren Williams. 
(2nd in S.A 500 title 
3rd in S.A unlimited 

3rd in Aust. 500 title) 

I know the ground's 
down there somewhere! 

OUTFIT RIDERS DO IT SIDEWAYS. 

Ring - Ring, Ring - Ring.
 
"Who the ... Yeah hello!"
 
"Chris? Sammi. Can you write?"
 
"Er - Say what?"
 
"The first issue of the magazine is due to come out early
 
December and I was wondering if you would write something
 
on outfits."
 

So what could I say? What can I say? Outfits! They got 
three wheels, they handle odd, and they're the most fun you 
can have with your clothes on! 

It all started about seven years ago. We were emptying a 
few tins in the front bar of the Stuart Arms on Todd Street in 
the Alice. In walked Robby Verity, a speedway solo rider I 
had known in Adelaide. The other one I immediately recognised 
as someone I had never seen in my life! 

His name, Peter Byers, sidecar pilot, prospecting for a new 
passenger with a death wish ... Ho, Ho, says I. Not by all the 
hairs on the little black dangly thing on my key ring. 

That was Monday night. Tuesday saw me in the pits 
leathers, boots, helmet, all two sizes too big: wondering just 
how much I had drunk Monday night - vowing and declaring 
to give up as soon as Peter found someone permanent. 

18 months later Pete retired. However, Peter Cox,late of 
Adelaide, was looking for a passenger so I did another season 
as passenger and then I thought I was ready. 

The off-season break and I parted, thoughtfully, with a 
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thousand big ones. There she was all mine; an old waterbottle 
Suzuki huge expansion chambers taking up most of the room 
on the'little flat thing they call the chair - the wildest, most 
unmanagable thing ever devised by insane motorcyclists. 

I spent almost every weekend, for the next couple of 
months, out on the clay pans, trying to come to grips with a 
machine that didn't understand the words "Slow down, there's 
a corner coming up!" 

My next problem was to find a passenger. The first was 
good, but like so many people in the Territory, worked bush. 
The next two couldn't handle being used as bumper bars 
then came the bloke I ran over - h is own fau It, I hasten to add. 

Finally, the missus gave in, got her licence, donned leathers 
and shut her eyes. After a season of indifference, the big trophy 
night. 

After four passengers, four blown motors, and sundry 
minor excursions into fences, etc., I feel that I earned my only 
claim to fame - "Mister Unlucky 1980-81." 

It took me another three years to even consider retiring. 

You know, I think I'm getting bored again! 

Chris Phillips. 

This is what it's all 
about. 

SOLO V SIDECAR RIDING. 

G 'day. My name's Pau I and I ride a Guzzi SP 1000 with a 
Sidecar and have been asked to write this article about the 
differences between riding solo and.with a "chair" attached. 

I guess the place to start is when you actually get a "chair" 
you notice these differences greatly ;especially on a bike you've 
been used to riding solo. For me this is a vivid memory because 
when the sidecar was fitted I went straight into peak hour 
traffic. Getting used to having to push and pull the bars is 
the first thing you must constantly tell yourself to do. Practice 
off the roads before you go out is essential - to the same de
gree as when you first learn solo riding. 

The strange ways a sidecar will affect cornering is the other 
thing to deal with. For example, the left-hand corners mean 
power must be used to keep the "chair" on the ground; weight 
in it helps to make this easier. Right hand corners, on the other 
hand, need speed to be used on entry, and then to throttle off 
at the point of turning to let the chair 'catch up' anCl slide 
around the bike. This also takes a lot of practice to get it right. 

When you reach the stage of actually feeling confident 
with the chair then you can examine the differences between 
this and solo riding. I guess that the first thing to say is that 
you notice people looking at you with curiosity and amaze
ment - even more than when you ride solo. This can be an ad
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vantage because children in cars up ahead are soon quick to 
point you out to their parents what they have seen, usually 
before the driver of the car sees you, so this is a safety aspect 
I guess. Also the smile on the driver's face is a change because 
he is not only in control of that car but also your life! As I 
say, it makes a change. 

The chair on the side also helps you, the rider to pick the 
seating position you want without affecting your passenger, 
unlike solo riding, and easier to converse, if necessary. The 
chair slows you down a bit, but it's worth it with the advant
ages. The old wrists and arms are needed more also and get 
more work than a solo rider would. 

The people who have been in the sidecar all agree it's fun 
and I have had no complaints - I guess it is just an extension 
of the reason why I ride in a well set up chair. 

Tyres and brakes are, of course, treated harsher than with 
a solo bike so you get used to changing such things more re
gularly. Any fault in the bike's performance will show up greater 
with the sidecar also. All in all though it's great fun and I enjoy 
solo and three-wheel ing equally. 

Well, that's it from me. Hope you get something out of it 

-and I'll see you on the road! Paul Caloghiris. 

CHARLIE CHAIRS 
After searching for 6 months for a good second-hand side

car to fit my 750 cc Suzuki (ex Police Special) I had no success 
at all (except the prospect of buying one new for about $2200 
fitted)_ 

Back in the late '40s and '50s I had owned a 1948 Ariel 
500 cc Red Hunter and Dusting Side-car. My love for the "out
fit" has never left me, and now, in the beginning of my "over
the-hill" side of life, I intended to relive the thrill and pleasure 
of by-gone days. 

The alternative to buying new was to build my own "chair_" 

I began with the nucleusofa "body" and, with alterations, 
modifications, as well as some sound advice, we had a modern
style side-car. 

With expert help we decided to bu iId a side-car of modern 
design from fibre-glass on a steel chassis. We then used the 
original proto-type as a plug for our mould. We had to take 
into consideration such things as stress on body floor, strength 
in sides and in joining, as, with the style, it has to be moulded 
in two sections. In this area we doubled the strength of the 
mudguard which braces the whole body_ 

On advice we had from the "glass" experts, we used layers 
of fibre-glass matting to give us a strength greater than steel. 
We doubled the density of the material in the head-rest pro
tector at the rear of the body for greater strength. 

We decided not to impregnate the colour into the glass as 
we preferred to paint the unit in any colour we wished and 
there was no point in doing the job twice. 

_::-:= ~ : 
~- ....,._-~=. 

Charlie Chair on Suzuki 750 Charlie Chair on Harley Davidson 
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The chassis is made from tubular steel, with tubular chan
nel strengthening the same, and the modern styling has greatly 
assisted the aerodynamics. The centre-piece also carries the 
Flexitor suspension to which is fitted a 10" mag, wheel of Mini 

Minor dimensions. 
The main strut which holds the connecting arms from the 

bike is best fitted only when the type of bike the "chair" is 

being fitted to is known. 
Correct fitting of the main strut is best achieved when we 

have both bike and side-car together and the geometrics can be 
measured to the finest degree. 

e.g. The fitted positions on a Harley Davidson are quite 
different from those on the Suzuki, but fitted correctly both 

outfits perform beautifully, 

We have got the geometrics correct for top performance 

by doing the fitting ourselves. 

A windshield was fitted to the Suzuki but we find that 
most passengers prefer to have the wind blowing in their faces. 

The hinged padded seat is made of fibre-glass and gives ac
cess to "boot" space in the back compartment. The interior is 
painted out in Auto black and carpet is fitted to assist in warmth 
and appearance. 

A tonneau cover is fitted to give a nice finish as well as 
protection for the seat. The final colour can be matched and 
painted to suit any desired shade. 

By the time we had finished the "chair" and painted it 
white to suit my 750 cc Suzuki my son wanted an identical 
one to fit his 1983 Harley Davidson, This has been done and 
so was born the "Charlie Chair," 

Further details on the "Charlie Chair" to fit any sort of 
motor cycle from 250 cc up from Tony 276 8816 or Royce 

3447312. 

SIDECARS FOR A NOVICE 

Sometime back in February of 1983 Lawrie Robertson 
asked me why I had two road going motorcycles, to which I 
replied "Why not?" One thing led to another and the next 
thing I knew was that I was going around pricing sidecars for 
my B.M.W R75/7, 

The only sidecar I had ever ridden was on the clay flats 
at the back of Barmera two years earlier. I did make one small 
error. While going up a track the. sidecar wheel hit a large bump 
and chucked us into a rather large salt bush. No damage was 
done (thank goodness) apart from my pride as the wife of the 
owner was in the chair. 

In October of 1983 I was some-what poorer after pay ing 
a deposit on a "Goanna" sidecar from Lawrie Longman, to be 
picked up five weeks later. The wait nearly killed me! Every
time someone spoke of sidecars I was all ears trying to pick up 
some information on how to ride them, how to set them up, 
and in general what to do and not to do. 

Time came to pick up the old gi rl and new sidecar and I 
was trying to remember everything I had heard or read in the 
past six months. After a look at how it was mounted, Lawrie 
Longman told me to sit in the chair while he rode it around 
the block, then it was my turn. I made it back to his place after 
four lefthand turns without any major hassles, Now to get the 
thing home without anyone in the chair. Down the street, turn 
right, turn left, over the railway line and home to put 60 KG 
of weight in the chair but I talked myself out of that as most 
of the time the chair would be empty. 



After a bit of a play in the Target car park I felt a bit 
more confident, so I decided to visit some friends who have 
chairs, one being Lawrie Robertson. No sooner had I stopped 
the motor, than Lawrie and his son-in-law were climbing all 
over and under it, checking this and checking that. When every
one had taken it for a ride, all decided that I should fit a steer
ing damper to stop the front end wobble. 

The next day (Sunday) there were bike races at Mallala, 
thus my first big run with the beast. Having a long way to go 
60Krn - 9.30 a.m. saw me heading out the drive and by 11.00 
I was at the Races, buggered. Between Two Wells and Mallala 
there is a 45 Kmh 'S' bend over a railway line, the right handel' 
was O. K. but the left was a bit tricky. I thought I was going to 
roll it. The chair wheel must have left the road by at least two 
inches but seemed like ten bloody feet. On the way home 
there was a head wind blowing which kept pulling the bike to 
the left. By the time I got home I thought my arms were going 
to drop off. 

Two weeks later the M.R.A. held a side-car seminar at the 
Road Safety Centre to try to explain the basics of fitting and 
riding sidecars. It was well attended and many who attended 
wentawaywithmoreskillorknowledge than when they came. 

Some things to remember are: 
1.	 Check all bearings. 
2.	 Fit heavier springs front and rear. 
3.	 Flat section tyres should be fitted to provide maximum 

traction. 
4.	 Tyre pressure should be increased by at least 5 p.s.1. 
5.	 When fitting the chair the bike should lean out by about 

one inch. 
6.	 Between the bike's rear axle and the wheel axle of the 

chair should be about 9 inches. 
7.	 Toe in is vital for straight line running buttoo much scrubs 

tyres. The recommended is about 1 to 1Y, inches. 
8.	 Fit wider handle bars to help with cornering. 

Another point to remember is, when braking, the chair 
will want to pass the bike; the reverse happens when the power 
is put to the motor. 

Never get too sure with yourself because things will go 
wrong when you least expect them. 

It happened to me. Iwas showingoff with Mike Southerland 
in the chair, sliding around the Road Safety Centre on the tar 
when the chair wheel dug in, therefore lifting the bike's rear 
wheel off the ground by about 18 inches. 

Since having the chair fitted I have been to many rallies, 
some being the Clubman, Flying Doctor, Croweater, and 
Redgum. 

Coming back from the Redgum Rally at Renmark there 
was a 90 km headwind blowing and all I could manage was 
85kph flat out. On that home run I knew the bike would be 
thirsty, but 26 mpg is bloody rough. 

Just recently the old 750 Motor was retired (after a faith
ful 158,000 km) for a much needed 1000 motor. Now I go up 
hills	 in top gear instead of third or second. 

See you soon at some Run or Rally. 

Tom Griffin, Treasurer. 

(Lawrie Longman can be found at 40 Beaconsfield Tee 
Ascot Park, S.A. Phone 08 2774240 Along with sidecars h~ 
also makes fairings, panniers, carry racks and trailers.) 

The beastie 

THREE WHEELlN' 

Recently a mate of mirth and mechanics came to my place 
of abode astride a machine with three wheels. This extra wheel 
was attached to a sculptured piece of fibreglass called a side-car. 

An offer of a ride in said piece of fibreglass was met with 
a halfhearted "try anything once" answer. 

Great stuff, riding in a side-car - a feeling not unlike that 
of driving a Mini - about two inches off the ground and about 
as much room. A few k's up the road Allan came to a halt in
dicating that it was my turn to pilot the outfit as he had not 
been in the chair while it was mobile. 

Righto, this is it, hop astride the 650 - no need to worry 
about the sidestand, gas her up and off we go. The steering 
wobble was later fixed with a steering damper. Gear changing 
was accompanied by a wobble and veer to the right unless 
done snappily. 

Backing off the throttle had the chair with the accom
panying weight (no offence to Allan) trying to push the bike 
to the right which is ideal for right hand turns but downright 
treacherous on left handel'S. My first left handel' had Allan half 
out of the chair trying to take over the controls as I shot to 
the opposite side of the road. Allan reminded me that one must 
throttle on around lefthanders which pulls the outfit around 
for you. 

My next memorable attempt at three-wheelin' was at the 
"A" Rally on the mud track into the site where at one stage 
I slid off the track side-ways, stopping a couple of feet from 
the Murray - no reverse gear so we had to get out/off and push. 
Back to the main camp site in full view of everyone, I bogged 
the lot in the last patch of mud on the track. 

Riding the outfit for part of the way back home we had 
to detour because of flooding and I came on to another 
dreaded left handel' at rather a fast rate of knots, this time it 
was an off-camber sweeper which had me and the side-car, to
gether with the biggest tent at the rally and all the other junk 
piled on board, attempting to get around. The off-camber had 
given me the feeling that the chair was going to lift so, in panic, 
I let go of the throttle and tried to steer it around with the 
resultant drift to the other side of the road, into the dirt, to
wards a white post, to a drop on the other side. Having a rapid 
lesson on hoVl! to make a round hole square (shit bricks), I fin
ally remembered about the throttle and got back on to the 
bitumen albeit a bit shaken up - in fact, I had gritted my teeth 
so hard that they hurt for a fortnight later. 

Allan, of course, thought it was all a great joke and' can't 
wait for my next ride (?) 

R.W. Melbourne. 
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4 B's REPORT 
A QUESTION 

Have you been unfortunate enough to experience boredom 
- you're sort of immobile; the bike's out of action; the weather 
is Lobethal fun-type and you're in a group that doesn't !alk 
your language. 

Actually you're an orthopaedic patient in one of the public 
hospitals. T.V. is lousy, your eyes and brian are out of gear for 
reading, and, just as bad, the pictures in the magazine are "old 
Hat." The nurses are great company, but they've got jobs to 
do; naturally the sister even more so. Apart from that the staff 
must have moments to themselves. 

Oh boy, too late to regret that mistake on the road, was 
it four days ago or four months? 

So what! here comes that character from the 4 B's who 
just popped in a couple of days earlier to say, when you're not 
needing so much attention and the drugs for pain are reduced, 
they'll call back for a chat. 

What about? 

Crikey, what's to do about your bike. O.K. so the mates 
have picked it up, got it home or "whatever". The social 
almoner has sorted out your rights for insurance help, maybe 
continuity of employment papers and payments, even con
tacted your employer and sorted our workers' compensation 
application forms. Then again maybe not. 

So let's help as mum and dad are away for a holiday, or 
maybe the missus is really loaded up sorting out all the new 
family problems, and so can only get in at night. 

So let's do some yarn spinning, talking about biking affairs, 
even the funny side of life-a bit hard to comprehend at times 
while recuperating. 

Maybe they'll even write a letter occassionally, as the 
good old red phone isn't always private enough or available. 

If the accident looks like having tacky overtones, a good 
Barrister service is available, so rest easy mate - you're not 
alone if personel friends can't be expected to help. 

Can't promise to adequately placate affairs of the heart 
though _ 

So that's just a small area of the lives of injured motor
cycl ists that the 4 's can hope to ease. 

As a group, with the "think tank" of interstate branches 
working toward the same end, we have come to be humbled 
by the possibilities of this service. 

Inadequate we feel much of the time, but we're out there 
- the we includes many ladies making up a complete team. 

I think the hospitals like us to. 

So you motorcyclists, friends, families be prepared 
to back us up - we need you. Let's get together on this pro
ject - late January '85 or early February we will conduct a 
bottle drive - save some empties for us. 

Ray Drew, (4B's Coordinator) 

NO WORRIES • •
 
If Swann Insurance 
has you covered! 

PAY BY THE
 
MONTH
 

SWANN
 
SUPER COVER
 
• New bike replaced if
 

total loss in 1sl year
 
• All licenced riders are
 

covered
 
• $200,000 Third Party 

damage cover Swann Insurance Limited 
• 20% No-Claim bonus 
• Swann supports the
 

MRA - Special
 
discounts for MRA
 
members
 

33 King William Street, Adelaide 5000 
Phone (08) 51 6045 
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WRAP UP
 
MID NORTH REGISTER OF M.R.A. 

The Mid North Register of M. R.A. What can we tell you 
about it? Since starting the Register in March of this year we 
are going from strength to strength. The number of members 
has almost doubled making our numbers almost 50 from the 
Mid North area. It is a large area to cover - The whole of the 
Yorke Peninsula up as far as Crystal Brook, across to Burra, 
across to Eudunda and down to Mallala, up to Port Wakefield. 
It's good to hear of new Registers making a start. 

We have had quite a few runs about the place including a 
ride from Au bu rn to Pt Broughton for a barby on the beach, a 
ride from Auburn to Monash, a combined ride to Morgan with 
the Adelaide M.R.A. and a hair raising weekend to Wilpena 
Pound. During Biketober we set up a tent and display of bikes 
at the Clare Show. Heaps of B.M.W. raffle tickets were sold. 
Roach even sold one to a bike Cop. We also set up at the Clare 
Vintage Show run by the Classic Owners Club. 

Our next ride is to the Toy Run on December 9th and 
you won't miss us because now we have a Mid North Register 
banner. 

Meetings are held on the 4th Thursday of every month at 
various Pubs in the area. The November and December meetings 
are at Clare Hotels. For any info"please contact our 
President - Greg Stevens P.O. Box 37 Phone 088652120 

Snowtown. 
Secretary - Judy Carpenter P.O. Manoora Phone 088484262 
Publicity Officer - P.O. Box 10 Phone 088492001 Auburn. 

TOURERSINAUGURALRUN 

On Sunday 4th November some 30 people left Gepps Cross 
i:lt 10.30 a.m. on the inaugural ride by the M.R.A. Tourers. 

After riding thru' Gawler township we rode to the Orlando 
Winery at Rowlands Flat. Most of the attending bikers joined 
the wine tasting which took three quarters of an hour. From 
there we rode to Tanunda where the group split for lunch be
fore gathering together for the election of the tourers' com
mittee. 

After bandying about ideas for the establishment of the 
Tourers the election of officers took place. Positions were 
filled virtually unapposed: 

Martyn Withers President 
Renee Le Clerck Secretary 
Tom Griffin Treasurer 
Geoff Rigby Tour Coordinator 

It was decided that a joining fee of $5 would be charged. 
Following the meeting we rode through Angaston to the Bird
wood Hotel where the next stop was made. 

After a cool reception people left as they saw fit. 

A good time was had by all. 
Peter Vovers 

TOURERS RULES 

For those of you who would like to join the MRA Tourers 
but are new to this tou ring game and a bit shy, here's a Iist of 
things that will help hide your inexperience: 

1.	 All BMW's are believed to have been around the clock, 
and even new ones can be made to look more than 100,000 

km's old by following the steps in 2 . 
2.	 Mud and stones. 

Coat exposed areas of your bike with mud, then throw 
stones at the fork legs and fairing lower halves, if you've 
got them. Bugs are a good su bstitute too. 

3.	 A fairing. 
If you think this is going too far for your first effort just 
buy the brackets, and tell people the rest broke off while 
crossing the Simpson. 

4.	 Stickers. 
Write away to the most outoftheway places you can think 
of, requesting stickers and patches of the region and have 
these prominently displayed on you or your bike while 
touring. No-one will ever know. 

5.	 A beard. (Women included) 
You'll always look the part if you have a beard, whether 
on the road or at the rally. 

6.	 A square tyre. 
Get one from a wreckers or a mate who's into burnouts. 

7.	 Tools. 
No-one ever uses them, but they look really impressive. 
Just tightening your mirrors can look from a distance like 
major emergency repairs. 

8.	 A laconic attitude. 
Say no more. 

Here's a few don'ts for the novice; 
1.	 Don't fall off, especially near a rally site. 
2.	 Don't talk about the great times you had on your stepthru. 
3.	 Leave your tuppaware at home. 
4.	 Spit. 
5.	 Don't tell the truth about your bike or its fuel consump

tion. 
6.	 Don't tell anyone you work for SGIC. 
7.	 Don't ask to sit on someones Harley. Don't even think of it. 
8.	 Don't wear your best clothes. 

Simon Hughes. 

M.R.A. MINI RALLY 

What was the M.R.A. Mini Rally? 
This was the first Rally organised by the South Oz M.R.A. 

held near Marrabel. It was only a Mini Rally because next 
year's will be bigger and better (The better part is going to be 
the hard part to fill) and hopefully we will get a full badge and 
not half a badge (or were we trying to save money!) 

The turn up of bikes was quite varied. The Pres. rolled up 
on/in his "Full Fairing Wing", but what were the signs on the 

mudguards? - "Daihatsu!" - and the two extra wheels? Has 
anyone actually seen the fellow ride a bike? 

The Gymkhana was well thought out. But the weather 
should have held out longer instead of letting the rain come 
down. One fellow didn't know or care about the rain. Some
time late afternoon or early evening, he sat under the edge of 
the control tent where the water was falling down and couldn't 
be moved. 

Who were the couple who went to the Pub-left the camp 
just before a big down-pour started? In between leaving the 
Rally and getting back, who was grovelling in the mud about 
twelve timesl The entry to the. site was a brilliant track for 
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those game enough to travel that way and not cut across the 
paddocks. 

All in all the Rally was well worth the effort to get there. 
The catering was good, supplied by the Local Apex. Plenty of 
fire-wood, good camp sites wherever you looked and great 
people. If you didn't make this Rally, book the next M.R_A. 
Rally. 

Thank you to all the organisers of the M.R.A. Mini Rally 
and a job well done. Allan Green. 

COMPULSORY TRAII\IING FOR MOTORCYCLE 
"L" RIDERS 

Approximately two years ago the AMC formed a sub· 
committee to investigate rider training schemes. One of the 
recommendations was that all states develop, for potential 
riders, a training programme which would enable them to pass 
a skills test before obtaining a learners' permit. This recom
mendation was subsequently adopted by the M. R.A. nationally. 

The S.A. Government has formed a steering committee to 
implement such a scheme here. The first meeting was held on 
the 26th October. The committee consists of representatives 
from the Motor Registration Department, Police Department, 
Road Safety Instruction Centre, Motorcycle Industry Associ
ation, AC.U. of S.A., and the M.R.A. 

Some interesting facts arose from the meeting. In Tasmania, 
where such a system has been going for over two years, there 
has been a 30% drop in injuries amongst the learner groups. 
There was some fear amongst bike groups that a compulsory 
training scheme costing money would tend to force people 
away from bikes. The opposite appears to be happening and 
they are getting 50% more applicants than they expected. One 
possible explanation is that parents may be more willing to 
allow their children to get a motorbike if a decent training 
scheme is available. 

The Road Safety Instruction Centre of S.A. has already 
formulated a training schedule of two 4 hour sessions on con
secutive weekends, followed by a skills test, and has tested it 
successfully on learner groups. 

Major hurdles envisaged are as follows: 
INSTRUCTORS - When fully operational, up to 600 in

structors will be required throughout the state. It is proposed 
that these wi II be trai ned casu al workers drawn from bi ke grou ps 
such as the M.R.A. and A.C.U. affiliated clubs. 

EQUIPMENT - Supply of bikes, training aids, video 
equipment, etc. -:- the industry has shown willingness to help 
here. 

LOCATIONS - Because the participants in the course will 
be unlicensed, by law they're not allowed to ride on public 
property or roads, which includes shopping centres, etc. A 
problem for the Registration Department to resolve. 

INSURANCE - Discussions are under way with insurance 
companies (including S.G.I.C) to cover course participants. 

The committee proposes to set up a pilot scheme com
mencing about April 1985. The implementation of the entire 
scheme will be a gradual process, expanding into new regions 
as funds, instructors and equipment become available. 

Some reservation was expressed again that such a burden 
as compulsory training would tend to discourage potential 
bike riders. The proposed graduated car licence scheme, which 
is approaching the implementation stage, would make motor
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cycles a viable option for a beginner requiring transport. 

Following another meeting late in November, a report for 
the Government on the cost and practicality of a pilot scheme 
is being prepared. 

Ride Safely. Bob Stanton. 

THE PROPAGANDA REPORT 
Since my ego was initially appealed to almost nine months 

ago by the then president creating a position for me on the 
committee I have been amazed at the energy output that a few 
people put into the M.R.A in order to preserve its image, 
promote its cause, and encourage others to join. Initially I was 
disapPointed that so few of the supposed 1000 strong member
ship turned up to fortnightly meetings, and can now say how 
encouraging it is to see close to 100 attending regularly - and 
not all the same people at every meeting. I have tentatively 
suggested that we try to include, as part of our normal meetings, 
a guest speaker, allocating them say 15 mins. e.g. Woody, Roy 
Abbott, Les Jackson, Sue Bussell - the list would be endless 
and advertise this in club notes. 

Many other areas have improved as the year progressed: 
from the first suggestion by Rick Strachan, at the pub following 
the meeting, that the M.R.A held a ride, we have certainly 
developed in nine months. 

The first ride, to Victor Harbor on Feb. 19th enticed some 
25 riders. Since then we have had a day ride to Morgan; another, 
together with the mid-north contingent of one bi ke, to Mannum; 
the final ride was a Mystery Ride to Yorke Peninsula. All rides, 
when advertised, encouraged all bikers to attend and so we 
were able to increase our membership, as well as encourage 
individuals and other clubs to be associated with us. Now the 
M.R.A has an official Tourers Club which will continue to or
ganize rides: I wish them the best of luck. 

Tom Griffin and Renfrey Ansell were also paramount in 
suggesting that more social events be organized for the M.R.A., 
and so resulted our first rally held near Marrabel. Thankfully it 
was on a weekend when no other rallies were held locally and 
only the wintry weather kept the numbers attending in the 
vicinity of 250. The gymkhana, organised by our newly elected 
President, was the best I have seen for participation and in
novative ideas. Unfortunately poor weather put a dampener (!) 
on things and so many of the proposed events were not held. 
I suggest to the Tourers that. they get Peter Mount to be 
responsible for our next rally's gymkhana. I know many have 
complained (tongue in cheek or not) about the "half" badges 
- I assure you, they cost as much as "fu II" badges. My special 
thanks go to Murray Murray (the owner of the property). 
Marrabel Pub, Apex Club (for catering) Neville Bartlett, Peter 
and Cathy Vovers, Tony Mifsud, Jessa and Grantley (for the 
badge), the Mid North (for water). Mark Sekulic (trophy 
maker) and Ross Vogt (toilets). 

I hope that the Tourers receive as much cooperation in 
their ventures in 1985 as I had for this rally. 

Once again I was impressed and inspired by the loyalty of 
the M. R.A. following Woody's request for us to supp~rt the 
Angels in a show of solidarity, Tuesday noon, following the 
Sydney episode. An afternoon on the phone resulted in some 
50 members meeting outside Harley Action, and the founda
tion, however shaky, being laid for possible future cooperation 
between several clubs. It was great to see the clubs supporting 
us on the Awareness Ride on Oct 20th. I trust that all of you 



will continue to be loyal to and support all bikers regardless of 
age, sex, club affiliation, economic status, type and capacity of 
bike owned, and form of income. 

Sound relationships have been established with many and 
varied people and organisations thru' the year - more and 
more people are contacting us, asking for our cooperation and 
support: the media (solid bases were laid with them immediately 
preceding and during Biketober); motorcycle clubs; traders. 
As to further the public and other motor cyclists' awareness of 
us I make the following suggestions: a regular article in Friday's 
News, a regular radio slot, a regular article in the R.A.A. mag., 
regular written contact made with all bike clubs, calendars 
displayed in all bike shops' windows, M.R.A. displays set up in 
major retail outlets, the M.R.A. tent and display erected at 
major motorcycle racing events. 

I wish the S.A. M.R.A. all the best over Christmas and in 
the New Year. Hang in there and support each other. 

Who said large bikes are manoeuvreable? Neil Hudson helping Papa JohnSammi Ross, Publicity. 
during the Mini Rally gymkhana. 

TRADE REPORT
 
Tyres - Technology from the ground up. 

(Steve Pitman) 
Tyres can be the most economical and effective safety im

provement to your motorcycle. However, more consideration 
to selecting the correct tyres for your bike is required than just 
the least expensive or best looking. 

Tyres are designed with specific features to give required 
operating characteristics and therefore must be chosen ac
cording to application. By varying the relationship between 
'the construction, profile, patt("· , tread depth and compound 
of a particular tyre, a completely different application can be 
achieved. By knowing the application, and understanding this 
relationship, a more accurate selection can be made. 

CONSTRUCTION: Development of Motorcycle tyres has 
seen the introduction of many different Carcass materials, 
including nylon and rayon, which are now the two most 
popular materials. These materials have different features. 
Nylon generally is a stronger, stiffer material and reduces 
deterioration or weakening of the fibres during use, thereby 
suiting a long wearing and harsh condition situation. Rayon, 
however, has better shock absorbing characteristics, allowing 
better drive to be transmitted to the road surface, thereby 
suiting a sport tyre application. The number of plies also 
affects each of these features, and also puncture penetration. 
Also, by varying the bias angle of the plies, i.e. the angle of the 
cross plies away from the rotational direction of the tyre, a 
change can be made to the tread squirm or movement at the 
contact patch. A large bias angle is suited to a towing applica· 
tion. These plies can then be belted i.e. extra plies in the tread 
area only, usually Kevlor or Fibreglass which further strengthens 
the tread area, and resists heat build up which reduces tyre life. 
The side walls, bead chafer and a reinforced high ply turn up 
(tread wrapping around the bead) can then be designed to 
absorb road irregularities; yet handle high load carrying 
requirements. Another advantage of this design is that Tread 
depth, and therefore Tyre life, can be increased without risk of 
tread squirm. This type of design is incorporated in both the 
Dunlop K291T Towing Elite and the Dunlop GT200 Arrow-

max Sport Towing Tyres. Dunlop did not merely take a sport 
tyre, change the pattern slightly, and harden up the compound 
to produce a touring tyre. This could certainly make the tyre 
last a little longer but would adversely affect the tyre's grip 
and wet weather performance. Rather, they developed tyres 
from the ground up using a completely new design and con
struction techniques. 

PROFILE: The aspect ratio or profile of a tyre must also 
be considered when selecting tyres for specific application. 
This is the relationship between the tyres height usually stated 
as a percentage of its width. 

A low profile is usually associated with a sport or high 
traction tyre and higher profiles with sport touring or touring 
tyres. This is not always consistent since weight of rider and 
machine must be considered. A light machine with a sti ff walled 
low profile tyre may allow chattering particularly under breaks 
or just decelerating. The allowable lean angles and the contact 
patch size must be considered when vertical and also while 
cornering. Many sport tyres' contact patch is designed to in
crease in size as you lean into a turn. For example Dunlop 
K391S Sport Elite and Dunlop K300GP Sport Tyres in a tight 
300 lean actually have more road contact than in the verticle 
thereby giving exceptional traction in both wet or dry condi: 
tions. 

PATTERN: Patterns must be considered for tyre selection. 
It is also necessary to select tryes compatible in pattern and 
also able to handle the speeds which will be required. The pat
tern must allow for water dispersion from the footprint area 
at all lean angles, yet give good directional stability. Also pat
terns must allow only minimal distortion under braking or 
acceleration and change of shape during wear. This is often 
accomplished by selecting a pattern that does not break the 
tread up into small easily distorted sections, which allow lipping 
and also heat build up. 

TREAD DEPTH: Tread depth is usually determined by 
the carcass construction and can only be increased if the con
struction resists movement and temperature increases but still 
is stable under braking and acceleration. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
 

COMPOUNDS: The tyre's compound is also more import
ant than how long it lasts. The compound must resist bounce 
to keep drive to the ground - skipping over the road surface 
scuffs the tread away more quickly than continuous contact. 
Also it must allow better traction and also reduce breaking dis
tances, by forming to the road surface without heat build up. 
The same compound must also be suitable for wet or dry con
ditions and large variations in temperature. Many of these as
pects are controlled by the construction. For example the 
compound used for the K391 S Sport Elite is also exactly that 
used in the K291TTouring Eliteyet each is a little better suited 
to specific appl ication. 

To determine your specific needs and the best tyre to suit 
your motorcycle, your nearest motorcycle dealer can assist 
and will be happy to answer any problems. 

STAY UPRIGHT - THE NEXT ATTEMPT 

Have you ever thought that you'd Iike to know the correct 
way to ride? How to get out of tricky situations? Or even the 
best way to corner or brake? 

The M. R.A. organises various motorcycle training courses 
- my views on the Defensive Riding Day appear in the Secret
ary's Report in this issue. 

We are also organising for the professional Stay Upright 
Rider Training School from Sydney to come to Adelaide to 
conduct courses for the licenced motorcyclist. 

What's that I hear you say? Didn't the M.R.A. organise 
one for October? the answer is : YES! But even though we 
were advertising since February, we didn't get enough interest 
far enough in advance to definitely book A.I.R. 

Upright needed enough definite numbers by the end of 
August to consider it a viable proposition. And that's only a 
fair business decision. The amazing thing about the cancella
tion of the October cou rses, is that I had a lot of phone calls 

from interested people after the cancellation. 

So to all those people and other interested motorcyclists 
willing to learn - HERE'S YOUR CHANCE!!! 

I'm organising, as a member of the M.R.A., to bring Stay 
Upright to Adelaide in March '85. Stay Upright is definitely a 
professional school of motorcycling. Each course for the lic
enced motorcyclist includes 4 hours of theory on a night pre
ceding 8 hours of practice. That's 12 hours of intensive training 
for $100! ! ! A Rider Training course is as valuable as a leather 
jacket for protection and safety. 

NOTE: I need definite interest by the end of December. 
That gives you enough time to think it over and let me know 
before you forget! I can be contacted at home on phone no. 
(08)	 277 1843. DO IT NOW! 

Michelle Foster, Secretary.-

Scott McBain on his Harley showing just what he can do. Going through 
the slalom skills test, Road Safety Centre at the Opening of Biketober, 
6th October. 

An Open Letter to the MRA Membership around Australia 

Dear MRA Member, 
I wish this was coming to you in the form of a National 

Newsletter or Magazine, but circumstances have meant that so 
far we have been unable to produce a complete, truly national, 
medium. We are still trying, nevertheless, and hoping that we 
can produce something that you can all share in, contribute to, 
and be proud of. 

Meanwhile, the work of the MRA goes on, in all areas. 
Milperra certainly caused a storm, and no doubt each of you 
felt some backlash or was on the receiving end of jibes about 
shotguns or bikies. I received a few, too. But what was differ
ent this time was that after the shots were fired and the dust 
settled (and the daily pictorials screamed about bikie massacres 
with pictures across pages 1, 2,3,4, and 5!), the press seemed 
to think (for once) that we couldn't all be like the two groups 
that were involved in the fracas. This time the press actually 
sought us out for comment in the days that followed Milperra, 
and allowed us to demonstrate that motorcycling contains a 
variety of facets, and that the average motorcyclist does actu
ally live next door to their wives and kids, without our harming 
them. In short, we are the same, and probably almost as boring ... 
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Your own state branch has problems of its own at the 
moment and continues to fight for you where it can. Victoria 
has taken on the RTA over those 'orrible little yellow blocks 
along the tramways (as if tram tracks aren't enough on their 
own), New South Wales has Staysafe com ing down soon, the 
ACT and several States are fighting Third Party increases 
($325 for CTP alone in the ACT!). On top of that your local 
group continues to liaise with your council and the population, 
pushing for better road conditions, a better image and 1001 
other jobs. October is Motorcycle Awareness Month; we won't 
be well organised nationally this year, but wait for 1985. 

As far as the National MRA effort goes, well, we are off 
and running. MRA Australia met in Sydney in August, and 
after a slow start inhibited by mistrust and past memories 
across State boundaries, we rapidly got our act together. 
think everybody was pleased after the event - it just goes to 
show what give and take on all sides can achieve. So what did 
we achieve? You have probably read reports of that conference 
by now, but in a nutshell we set ourselves 11 deadlines to be 
met between now and the January conference in South 
Australia, and to date they are being met. Tasks as diverse as 
drafting a national constitution to nationally coordinating the 
the Toy Runs. All the States left Sydney in a spirit of cooper

I 



ation and so far no-one has trodden on anyone else's corns. I 
hope it stays that way. The one jarring note was the non-attend
ance of MRA (WAl. who have decided to sit back until they can 
clearly see that we do have our act together before they will 
join in. After the way we treated each other in the last year, 
who can really blame them? Incidentally, the decision to hold 
the next Conference in South Australia was to take the ball as 
close to the Western Australians as we can, and hope they 
attend. 

So we are on the move. What can you do? Well, at every 
level the MRA needs help. Help to organise functions, events 
and promotions. Help to stuff newsletters in envelopes (some
body had to get this to you, didn't they?). clerical help at 
MRA House in your State, manning phones, handling member
ships. stock sales and the like. Help with members in trouble 
with the law or a broken bike. Help to man a display or 
membership stand. Just ask what you can do to help. 

The biggest thing you can do is help our image every day. 
Keep your bike legal. When you can be seen, ride like an angel. 
Let people see the MRA logo in force wherever motorcyclists 
are engaged in a civic function. Let people see that a motor
cycl ist is not different from the rest of society. He just gets 
around differentlY, and more economically, and more enjoy
ably ... and more freely ... and better ... 

Hal Caston, President M.R.A. Australia. 

•
 
Dear Editor, 

It came as no surprise to find the article on Third Party 
Premiums increases (6/11/84) tucked away in the far reaches 
of page 10 of the Advertiser. To the majority of motorists the 
proposed increases must appear fair and reasonable, trusting 
the decision was made after due consideration to all aspects of 
the Third Party question. It must be difficult for motorcyclists 
however, to have such faith in the decision-making process of 
S.G.I.C. 

Premiums for motorcycles over 250 cc are far higher than 
those for private motor cars, yet there is no evidence to suggest 
that this should be so. Certainly in other states the premiums 
are at least comparable. 

S.G.I.C. and the Third Party Premiums Committee seem 
reluctant to use appropriate accident statistics, preferring in
stead to base their decisions on the raw data available, conven
iently ignoring the fact that in most car/motorcycle accidents, 
the car driver is apportioned the greater blame, and therefore 
the insurance liability. 

The issue is of course considerably more complex than 
this, but the point serves to illustrate one of the many errors 
made by S.G.I.C. and the T.P.P.C. in setting the premiums for 
motorcycles. 

I write not as a concerned motorcyclists, but rather to 
highlight yet another instance of the abuse of statistics, so 
obviously a measure of convenience, to the detriment of a 
minority group. I think we would all welcome improved ser
vice from the public bodies we are obliged to support. 

Yours sincerely, 
Simon Hughes. 

Your criticism of the Third Party system in S.A. is well 

founded, and your concern is shared by us all. The M. R.A. has 
issued a press statement to MP's magazines motorcycle clubs 
and the media, highlighting the inequities of the present system 
and slamming further Third Party rises. Perhaps we will have 
to revert to action in the near future. (See Stop Pess). 

• 
Ed. 

THE CENTRE RALLY. 
Dear Editor, 

What a bunch of whimps! 
I mean you go to the Centre Rally expecting to see hun· 

dreds of travel weary bikers partyin' and carrying on in typical 
rally fashion, right? Instead you are greeted by 150-200 rather 
clean looking rallyists, half of whom caught the train to Alice 
Springs (if they didn't live there already) and only about 20 of 
whom stay at the rally site after the gymkhana; held on the 
Friday afternoon mind you. 

Hell, you were led to believe it was going to be a really 
hard rally. "Don't expect too much, this is a desert rally," read 
the entry form. Well, you wanted to see the centre anyway, so 
why not? 

The Oodnadatta Track turns out to be better than a lot of 
Adelaide's su burban roads, and when you get there you quickly 
discover that the rally boasts a bar, a food bus, toilets and a 
shower. (O.K. so it was a cold shower). Shit, that's one tough 
rally. Too tough for some, obviously, you realise, as 30 or so 
people head into town to stay in the caravan park for the 
weekend. The rest? Who knows? Must live in Alice . 

AI right, the 20 stayers have a ball, but with such a small 
group of riders you'd hardly expect the rally to be on again in 
'86. 

All this is standard practice for the Centre Rally eh! Well 
you must expect newcomers to be a bit stuck in their rally 
ways. Maybe the M.R.A. Tourers can come up with a substitute 
rally. Come to think of it, that might not be a bad name for it 
So the M. RAT (sic) has only just begun, you've got a couple of 
years to sort something out. 

Simon Hughes.
Dear Simon, 

Well, we all have pre-conceived ideas, don't we. Perhaps 
the Tourers could help out with the organisation of the Centre 
Rally - they'd sort things out. 
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G.P.O. 8011 1895m.R.A. Adelaide, I.A. 5001 
MOTORCYCLE RIDERS' ASSOCIATION INC. 

Membership Form 
PLEASE USE BLOCK LETIERS 

Tick if renewal Date ot MemberShip: 

Membership No. (if known) 

NAME: 

ADDRESS 

PIC Phone 

OCCUPATION: 

Enclosed please find the sum of $8.00 being for one years membership 
in the MRA. Please supply ..... MRA Woven Badges; 

MRA Metal Badges at $3.00 each. 
Family Membership $12.00.
 
Total enclosed: $ .
 

Do you have any skills you would like to oller to MRA?
 

lET THOSE WHO AIDI: DECIDE

ASH LEY BRANDON 

Hang in there mate. You'll be on your bike again before 
you know it. We're behind you. 

From M.R.A.

• 
Ashley was injured in a typical motorcycle/car confront
ation when returning from a Mid North Register meeting 
on Thursday 25th October. 

He is in the Royal Adelaide Hospital and would welcome 
any visitors. 

BIKETOBER THANK YOUS 

Road Safety Council of South Australia, South Australian 
Police Department, Adelaide City Council, Mr Roy 
Abbott (Minister of Transport), Westfield Shoppingtowns, 
Colonnades Shopping Centre, St. Johns Ambulance, 
Honda Australia, Honda World, Kawasaki Motors, 
Dernancourt Kawasaki, Birdwood Mill . 

• 
M.R.A. 4 B's TAWNY PORT 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Excellent Vintage - Will make an ideal Xmas Gift. 

$5.00 per Bottle. Contact Ray Drew 271 8318 
or Sammi Ross 391 2648 

• 
VA L E: The management and staff of the Birdwood Mill regret 

to advise that our good friend Max Rogers, Curator of the National 
Motor Museum died on Sunday Nov, 18th. He will be sadly missed. 
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CLASSIFI EDS: 

"Pearl Professional Drum Kit 7 Piece Paste cymbals $1,000 ono 
Phone: 493447. 

"Swap GS53 for 1100 Katana Russ 277 8042. 
• Handle	 bar fairing & panniers Shoei expolice Fair condition. 

Any reasonable offer. Money to 4B's. Phone: 2648672. 

• Audi-fox 1975 automatic No rego. Running order $2,000 ono 
Mick 2523092. 

• BMW 1OOS petrol tan k Dove tail Best offer Peter Lee 3821022 

"650	 Yamaha twin. Good condition. Runs well 5 months rego. 
Be Quick $999 Mick Tucker 2601621. 

MRA STOCK LIST
 

_.r..•. ~ 

Postal orders taken
 
Add $1 per item to cover postage.
 

This is the grave of Mike O'Day 
Who died mai ntai ni ng h is right of way. 
His right was clear, his will was strong,
 
But he's just as dead as'if he'd been wrong.
 

Filling up in preparation for the Economy Ride, 20th October 



AI1SSIE 
DISPOSALS 
PTJ: LTD. 

Incorporated in Victoria 

119 PIRIE STREET, 
ADELAIDE 5000. 
Phone: 224 0388 

AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST WAR SURPLUS RETAILERS
 
Specialising in
 

War Surplus Bargains, Sarfari, Camping & Outdoor Gear
 
Direct Overseas Importers & Exporters
 

*Flying Boots Fur Lined Leather uppme 
2 StYles Full Side zip & Straightleg. . 

~. 
*Leather Jackets At Bargain Prices I _ 

We specialise in a Complete 
'Range of Camping & Outdoor 
Equipment, Including light
weight Tents & Cooking Equip
ment. A Full Range of Wet 
Weather Gear and Warm Winter 
Clothing. 

55 E
 
SUZUKI
 

93 MULLER ROAD, HAMPSTEAD GARDENS 

• SALES 
• SERVICE 
• SPARE PARTS 
• ACCESSORIES 
• REPAIRS 
• CRASH REPAIRS 

SUZUKI 
• HIRE 

TELEPHONE
 
261 9305 or 261 7414
 

RING AND ASK FOR ROGER KESSNER
 

SUZUKI
 

OBllE
 
oORCYClE
 

CENTR
 

~r.tr 

* ** SALES
SERVICE

HIRE 

* ACCESSORIES 

SERVICE TO ALL MAKES 
AND MODELS 

43 7982 
258 HENLEY BEACH RD., UNDERDALE I 

AFTER HOURS: GRAHAM PRIEST 31 595~ 

Kawasaki City 
areAdelaide's 

Big Bike 
Specialists....~. 

Kawasaki City2 27292
 
183 Waymouth St., Adelaide Phone 212 7292 

,
 
,
 

Wholly Set Up and Printed by Adelaide Advertising Services. 24 Way mouth Street, Adelaide. South Australia. 5000
 
Phone; 2126227. Branches in all States.
 



FILL IN COUPON NOW! 
AND SE D TO 
Buckingham Trading Co. 

.-+__~~ ~(Ug:~~:OC~	 4-6 Joyner Street, 
without modirahon Moorabbin. Vic. 3189.
 

Tel (03) 555-2264 or 555-8199
 
Please supply	 . 

only SONIC ICF INTERCOM 

in Open Face	 . 

Combination...............................................
 
(indicate quantity and type required) 

Closed Face .. 
AS USED AND APPROVED BY 

BARRY SHEENE at the special introductory price of 
(5OOcc WOlld Ch.mplon) 

Crystal-clear communication between driver and passenger. $159 .R.A. SPECIAL
 
Superb reproduction of radio or cassette music with stereo ef
 I enclose Ch~ue 0 Money Order 0 
fect - and you can talk over the sound of the music. Simple to Postal Order 0 payable to 
fix into almost any helmet without modification. Used by the Buckingham Trading Co 
Australian Police Force Sonic I.C.F. Intercom offers a new world Name . 
of pleasure and safety to the motorcyclist. There's never been 
anything like it. Demand will be great, don't delay - I Address .. 

................................... Postcode ..
 ------- --------------1* NOTE- Now Available Sonic Bike to Bike Intercom I 
M.R.A. Special $200 per unit - $390 (2 units) 

M.R. MOTORCYCLES
 

• SALES 
•	 SERVICE 

•	 GLASSBEAD 
BLASTING 

•	 HIGH PERFORMANCE TUNING 
•	 CRASH REPAIRS 
•	 WRECKING MOST MAKES &MODELS 

*Specialists in New, Used & High Performance 
Motorcycles 

*AGENTS FOR HARLEY DAVIDSON, LAVERDA, 
MONTESA formula 1, EXHAUST SYSTEMS 

PHONE 295 6590
 
54 BYRE AVE., SOMERTON PARK 5044 

Special Discount to M.R.A. Members 

I 
I 

~~ 
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DUCATI
 

MOTOR MORINI
 
SALES, SPARES & REPAIRS
 

Xmas Specia/:
THE BRAND NEW BLACK LE-MANS MKIII
 

LIMITED EDITION
 

EUROCYCLE PlY LYD. 
296 PORT RD., HINDMARSH 5007. 

PHON 465621
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